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encourage some
healthy skepticism!

and some 
curiosity…

L.Zielonko
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IN THE NEWS
Data Science 





RECIDIVISM RISK

Overpredicts recidivism for African Americans; underpredicts recidivism for whites

defendant’s likelihood of committing a crime

USED THROUGHOUT 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM pretrial, bail and sentencing

Propublica, May 2016



Image Credits: Bryan Bedder / Getty Images / Getty ImagesThe Great Hack, Netflix Documentary
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ML TYPES

CONCEPT 
LEARNING
learn a logically 
consistent 
hypothesis

STATISTICAL 
LEARNING
learn a hypothesis 
that maximizes 
probability

OPTIMIZATION-
BASED 
hypothesis  
minimizes some 
loss function

NEURAL-INSPIRED 
LEARNING
represent hypothesis 
as a neural network



where    is some loss function.

Definition: Given data D = {x1, x2, …, xn}, target labels L = {y1, y2, …, yn}
find a hypothesis H such that

`

ML OPTIMIZATION

argmin
H

X

xi2D

`(H(xi), yi))

<latexit sha1_base64="FgiCzBgC6G7VHrwlvymBck4gczw=">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</latexit>



Definition: Given test data T = {x1, x2, …, xm}, test labels L’ = {y1, y2, …, ym}
the error is:

ESTIMATING ERROR

where    is some loss function.`

X

xi2T

`(H(xi), yi))

<latexit sha1_base64="935kzoomPrBawGieNo8VuZYaO1U=">AAACEHicbVDLSgMxFM34rONr1KWbYBFbkDJTBV0W3XRZoS/olCGTZtrQJDMkGbEM/QQ3/oobF4q4denOvzF9LLT1wL0czrmX5J4wYVRp1/22VlbX1jc2c1v29s7u3r5zcNhUcSoxaeCYxbIdIkUYFaShqWaknUiCeMhIKxzeTvzWPZGKxqKuRwnpctQXNKIYaSMFzpkNfZXyIHsIKPSpgPUx9AljsFAtGKl4DkemF+3Aybsldwq4TLw5yYM5aoHz5fdinHIiNGZIqY7nJrqbIakpZmRs+6kiCcJD1CcdQwXiRHWz6UFjeGqUHoxiaUpoOFV/b2SIKzXioZnkSA/UojcR//M6qY6uuxkVSaqJwLOHopRBHcNJOrBHJcGajQxBWFLzV4gHSCKsTYaTELzFk5dJs1zyLkrlu8t85WYeRw4cgxNQAB64AhVQBTXQABg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+ZqMr1nznCPyB9fkDSV+aMQ==</latexit>



Training vs Test Set Error
Er

ro
r

Model Complexity of H

TEST

TRAIN



WHAT CAN GO WRONG?



#1
FORMALIZATION



where      is some loss function.

Definition: Given data D = {x1, x2, …, xn}, target labels L = {y1, y2, …, yn}
find a hypothesis H such that

`

FRAME OF REFERENCE

argmin
H

X

xi2D

`(H(xi), yi))
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ABSTRACTIONS

DATA
Transformation of raw data 
into feature vectors 
determines unit of analysis 
and quantification 
Data (especially human data) 
occurs in context 

LABELS
Discretization matters; number 
and boundaries affect results
Who defines the labels, 
external “expert”, self-report?
Measurement model

LOSS
Interact in non-obvious, 
domain-specific ways 
Penalize errors differently  
Often trade-offs are simplified 
and baked into the loss 
function

All optimization problems are abstractions, 
none of them are “correct”



STRUCTURAL PLAUSIBILITY

Mapping from features to labels 
must pass the “smell test”

There should be  
plausible scientific connection 
between the input features and 

the output label

If there is not, no matter 
how well your classifier 

performs, you should 
reject the hypothesis



Doesn’t pass the 
plausibility test



#2
HIGH DIMENSIONAL 

DATA



BIG DATA 
High dimensional data is problematic because danger of 
overfitting is significantly higher than low dimensional data  

Curse of 
dimensionality: our 

intuitions break down 
in high dimensions

Likelihood of 
finding random 

subset of features 
that are predictive 

is high

Models learned from high dimensional data treated with extreme care!

Multiple testing, 
p-value hacking, 
reproducibility crisis

Required sample size 
for generalization  

proportional to 
dimension



Calculations made on 80 variables for each cell phone user 
Used random forests
To test their model, project uses data from just 7 known 
terrorists, plus random sample of 100,000 mobile phone users
When run it the wild, it identified an Al Jazeera reporter 
covering Al Qaeda as a potential terrorist 



#3
MEASURING ERROR



MY ALGORITHM HAS AN 
ACCURACY OF 78.6%**



These almost never hold in practice

MY ALGORITHM HAS AN 
ACCURACY OF 78.6%**

A well-defined population
The training data is a representative sample of the population

The test data is a representative sample of the population

ACCORDING TO OUT OF SAMPLE TEST WHICH ASSUMES



NON-REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES
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Doesn’t quantify model uncertainty!

MY ALGORITHM HAS AN 
ACCURACY OF 78.6%**



RECIDIVISM RISK defendant’s likelihood of committing a crime

USED THROUGHOUT 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM pretrial, bail and sentencing

ONLY 61% ACCURACY …  that’s really bad!



#4
INTREPRETABILITY



Deep learning, or deep neural networks,
build a abstract, simplified neural network.   

Given a bunch of observed input/output 
pairs, they are really good at constructing 
an abstract representation. 

The models are black-box – it is difficult to 
interpret what the models are capturing.

DEEP LEARNING

Snarky slide…. Adobe stock ID: 102240317



#5
CORRELATION vs. 

CAUSATION 



CORRELATION helps 
with prediction; if X and Y 
are positively correlated, 
then if observe high X 
expect to see high Y

CAUSATION needed for 
decision making; if X and 
Y are causally 
connected, then if I 
manipulate  value of X, 
keeping everything else 
constant, the value of Y 
will change. 

?

CONFOUNDER
correlation is often due 
to confounding latent 
variable that is hidden 
cause of both X and Y.are positively correlated



CAUSAL QUERIES

? ? ?

INTERVENTION: 
What is the effect of 
treatment T on Y? 

EXPLANATION:
Why did Y happen? 

COUNTERFACTUAL: 
What would happen if 

instead of X, ¬X? 

Learn More 
This Afternoon!



#6
BIAS



DATA BIAS

If the input to the system is biased, 
due to selection bias, institutional bias, or societal bias, 

then the output will be biased   

Famous Computer Science phrase: GARBAGE IN, GARBAGE OUT



Between 30 and 50 percent of 
programmers were women in the
1950s, and it was seen as natural 
career for them, as evidenced by a
1967 Cosmopolitan feature about
“Computer Girls.”

TIMELINE - Medium.com



Non-criminal images likely chosen by the subject to convey a positive impression 
By contrast, for ID photos, it’s likely that these were selected neither by the 
individual depicted, nor with aim of casting individual in a favorable light

Thank goodness no one judges our character 
based upon our driver’s license photos!

1100 photos of non-criminals scraped from on the web
700 criminal ID photographs

J or L ?

Key to understanding problems with the paper is the training sets —1800 photos 
of Chinese men 18-55, no distinguishing facial hair, scars, or tattoos



AUTOMATION BIAS



AUTOMATION BIAS
Humans tend to favor suggestions from 

automated decision-making systems and
often ignore contradictory information



ABDICATION & ACCOUNTABILITY
• Decision makers may abdicate decision responsibility to algorithms

• Especially for hard decisions, tempting to rely on an algorithm

• This affects risks and accountability

Andrew Grossman



ALGORITHMIC 
DISCRIMINATION



ALGORITHMIC 
DISCRIMINATION

Algorithms can 

amplify
operationalize

legitimize
institutional bias

COMPAS 
software has 

been used in over 
2M cases since 

2000



Very active area of research

FAIRNESS

From Barocas & Hardt, 2017





MANY DEFINITIONS OF FAIRNESS

Verma, Sahil, and Julia Rubin. "Fairness definitions explained.”
IEEE/ACM International Workshop on Software Fairness (FairWare). IEEE, 2018.



GROUP COMPARISONS

GROUP A GROUP B

Is classification algorithm C fair to both groups?



STATISTICAL CONCEPTS

DEMOGRAPHIC PARITY (INDEPENDENCE):
P(C = 1 | G = A) = P(C = 1 | G = B)

EQUALIZED ODDS: 
P(C = 1 | G = A, Y = y) = P(C = 1 | G = B, Y = y), y ∈ {0, 1}

PREDICTIVE PARITY (PRECISION, CALIBRATION): 
P(Y = 1 | C = 1, G = A) = P(Y = 1 | C = 1, G = B)

C is output of classifier, G is group, Y is (true) target variable



BASE RATE DIFFERENCES IN Y

GROUP A GROUP B



TRADE-OFFS ARE NECESSARY

DEMOGRAPHIC 
PARITY 

EQUALIZED
ODDS 

PREDICTIVE 
PARITY

Chouldechova 2017, Kleinberg et al. 2017, Eliassi-Rad & Fitelson 2018 

If base rates differ across groups, 
it is impossible to achieve any two of:

=



TRADE-OFFS ARE NECESSARY

DEMOGRAPHIC 
PARITY 

EQUALIZED
ODDS

(Propublica complaint)

PREDICTIVE
PARITY

(Northpointe response)

If base rates differ across groups, 
it is impossible to achieve any two of:

=

Chouldechova 2017, Kleinberg et al. 2017, Eliassi-Rad & Fitelson 2018 



FAIRNESS FOR WHOM?

labeled low-risk labeled high-risk

did not 
recidivate TN FP

recidivated FN TP

Decision-maker: of those 
I’ve labeled low-risk, how 
many will recidivate?

Defendant: how likely am 
I to be incorrectly 
classified high-risk?

Slide credit: Julia Stoyanovich, Arvind Narayanan

Different metrics matter to different stakeholders



Fairness is a social and ethical concept, not a statistical concept
Correcting for algorithmic bias generally requires:

– knowledge of how the measurement process is biased
– judgments about properties to satisfy in an “unbiased” world

Bias is subjective and must be considered relative to task

FAIRNESS IN ALGORITHMS

Slide credit: David Parkes



#7
DATA DIGNITY



What is 
Data Dignity?not

^



Discrimination In Online Ad Delivery, Sweeney, ACMQueue, 2013

DISCRIMINATION IN AD DELIVERY



Image Credits: Bryan Bedder / Getty Images / Getty ImagesThe Great Hack, Netflix Documentary



DATA DIGNITY
having the ability to understand and 

control how your data is used



DATA AS LABOR
Ability to get paid for use of your data

Jaron Lanier, Who Owns the Future, Glen Weyl & Eric Posner, Radical Markets



Data Governance
why is it so hard?



74

NETWORK 
EFFECTS



www.radicalxchange.org 75

WHEN VALUE COMES FROM NETWORK EFFECTS, 
WHO OWNS THE NETWORK?

“Individual” data (shopping habits, 
personal travel) also contains 
information about other people.  
People’s data can increase in value 
nonlinearly when combined with 
other peoples’ data.

Data about people is the output of a 
web of social activity.



ISSUES SUMMARY

Formalization

1 2 3

54 6

High 
Dimensional Data

Measuring Error

Interpretability Causal Modeling Bias & Fairness

Data Dignity

7
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ANTIDOTE 
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FLATTEN
Most machine learning algorithms take this rich structure, 

and flatten it into tables
where each row is treated independently



ISSUES
Incorrect independence assumptions 

Models are not declarative
Doesn’t support collective reasoning



NEED
machine learning methods

that take into account 
RELATIONAL STRUCTURE



MY RESEARCH
Takes a more nuanced approach which takes into account 

logical relationships but at the same time takes into account 
context and probabilistic dependencies



[insert one hour talk on 
Relational Learning here]



PERILS OF IGNORING 
STRUCTURE



PERILS OF IGNORING STRUCTURE

Privacy
• Many approaches consider only individuals’ attribute data
• Don’t take into account what can be inferred from relational context

Fairness
• Impartial decision making without discrimination
• Need to take into account structural patterns

Algorithmic Discrimination
• Key structural pattern: feedback loop



PERILS OF IGNORING STRUCTURE

ELENA
ZHELEVA

Privacy
• Many approaches consider only individuals’ attribute data
• Don’t take into account what can be inferred from relational context

Fairness
• Need to take into account structural patterns

Algorithmic Discrimination
• Key structural pattern: feedback loop

Zheleva and Getoor, To Join or Not to Join: the Illusion of Privacy in Online Social Networks, WWW 2009



• E.g. Is Paul liberal? Is Elise liberal? 

private profile

public profile

Emily Schneeweis

To Join or Not to Join the Illusion of Privacy in Social Networks, Zheleva & Getoor, WWW2009

Even when individual is able to control their 
privacy settings, information leaks, and control 

determined by group owners

Pro Health Care Reform



Privacy
• Many approaches consider only individuals’ attribute data
• Don’t take into account what can be inferred from relational context

Fairness
• Need to take into account structural patterns

Algorithmic Discrimination
• Key structural pattern: feedback loop

PERILS OF IGNORING STRUCTURE



RELATIONAL FAIRNESS

≠

Employees with supervisors from different group 
have different promotion chances 

than employees from the matching group

Need to take into account 
organizational hierarchy



RELATIONAL FAIRNESS

Existing literature on fairness in machine learning is 
limited to non-relational setting

Taking into account the social, 
organizational, and other 
connections between 
individuals is important

A Declarative Approach to Fairness in Relational Domains, Farnadi, Behrouz & Getoor, 
Data Engineering Bulletin 2019. GOLNOOSH

FARNADI



PERILS OF IGNORING STRUCTURE

Privacy
• Many approaches consider only individuals’ attribute data
• Don’t take into account what can be inferred from relational context

Fairness
• Impartial decision making without discrimination

Algorithmic Discrimination
• Key structural pattern: feedback loop

Understanding (relational causal) structure
can be key to mitigating effects!
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AI



Shutterstock.com



Artificial intelligence: The revolution hasn't happened yet. M. I. Jordan. Medium, 2018.  

DATA SCIENCE 
REBRANDED AI

Data science has been rebranded as “AI” over 
the past few years. This rebranding is worthy of 

some scrutiny.

https://medium.com/@mijordan3/artificial-intelligence-the-revolution-hasnt-happened-yet-5e1d5812e1e7


REAL DANGER NOT ARTIFICIAL GENERAL 
INTELLIGENCE OR SUPER INTELLIGENCE

REAL DANGER UNDUE TRUST PUT 
INTO LIMITED, FLAWED SYSTEMS 



AI: MAXIMIZING EXPECTED UTILITY

environment
agent

?

sensors

actuators

argmax
a

X

S0

P (S0|S, a)U(S0)

AI: build rational agents that act to maximize their expected utility (MEU)

Reinforcement learning looks at delayed rewards, 
and sequences of actions, but MEU is still at the core 



WHAT CAN GO WRONG?



#1
FRAME PROBLEM



FRAME PROBLEM

Al systems have very crude models of the world.  Necessary 
limitations as to what is taken into account and what is left out

Consider the state transition function:

qualification problem:  the preconditions for an action

ramification problem: the effects of an action

AI  works for limited, specific, and constrained situations (“weak 
AI” or “narrow AI”) 



#2
VALUE ALIGNMENT 

PROBLEM



VALUE ALIGNMENT PROBLEM

Whose utility?

Humans are very bad at specifying utility functions

Machines are beneficial to the extent that their actions can be 
expected to achieve our objectives.  We need machines to be 
provably beneficial. Russell & Norvig, Artificial Intelligence: A 
Modern Approach, Fourth Edition upcoming

Proposed solution: learn utility function



#3
ATOMISTIC 

INTELLIGENCE



ATOMISTIC

Modern AI focuses on the construction of 
individual, autonomous agents

Assigns individual as the basic unit of analysis

This is a reductionist way of looking at the problem

Ethics not just about individual moral/right action, 
takes into account social and political spheres

environment



RATHER THAN AI AUTONOMY

MAINTAIN HUMAN AUTONOMY 
Wikimedia



KNOWLEDGE-BASED
approaches

DATA-DRIVEN
algorithms

PEOPLE
values

+ +

HUMAN-CENTRIC
systems=



WHICH WILL WE CHOOSE?
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EXPLOSION OF INTEREST IN ETHICS

ETHICAL OS -
HTTPS://ETHICALOS.ORG/

https://ethicalos.org/


Responsible 
Data 

Science+ !=



BILL HOWE 
UW

Responsibility means going beyond technical 
or technocratic solutions to also involve 
substantive debate about ethics, values, and 
competing interests. How is ethical expertise 
defined? Who gets to be at the table? What 
are the limits of certain kinds of solutions?”



Credit: Cathryn Carson

Young engineers treat ethics as a specialty, something 
you don’t really need to worry about; you just need to 
learn to code, change the world, disrupt something.   
They’re like kids in a toy shop full of loaded AK-47s.



CONCLUSION

SKEPTICNOT IN DENIAL

RESPONSIBLE

CURIOUS
L.Zielonko

Images: Shutterstock.com
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